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Abstract—New non-sugar, small, sulfated molecules, based on our de novo rationally designed activator (�)-epicatechin sulfate
(ECS), were investigated to bind and activate antithrombin, an inhibitor of plasma coagulation enzyme factor Xa. For the activa-
tors studied, the equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) of the interaction with plasma antithrombin varies nearly 53-fold, with the
highest affinity of 1.8 mM observed for morin sulfate, while the acceleration in factor Xa inhibition varies 2.6-fold. The results
demonstrate that antithrombin binding and activation is a common property of these small sulfated molecules and suggests plau-
sible directions for designing more potent activators.
# 2003 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.

Antithrombin, a plasma glycoprotein, is a major reg-
ulator of the blood coagulation cascade. It performs this
function in the presence of heparin by efficiently inhib-
iting several pivotal proteinases present in the blood,
especially factor Xa.1,2 Heparin, a naturally occurring,
highly sulfated, linear polysaccharide (MR�14 kDa),
accelerates the antithrombin inhibition of factor Xa
several hundred-fold.3 This forms the basis for heparin-
based anticoagulant therapy, which has reached annual
cost of over $3 billion for the drug alone.4 Yet, the
anticoagulant therapy is beset with many undesirable
effects including bleeding complications, risk of hemor-
rhage, osteoporosis and inconsistent patient
response.4�7

This situation is improved with low molecular weight
heparins that show reduced bleeding complications.8,9

Recently, a sequence-specific five-residue saccharide has
been introduced in the market. Synthetic pentasaccharide
Arixtra,TM based on DEFGH# structure, has been shown
to possess much reduced risk of hemorrhage,10,11 con-
firming that the risk of heparinopathy arises primarily
from large fragments of highly anionic chains.12�14

Detailed structure–activity studies have shown that a
specific three-residue sequence, called the DEF sequence
(Fig. 1), is critical for enhancement in the rate of factor
Xa inhibition.15�18 The binding of trisaccharide DEF
induces conformational movements in the inhibitor,
especially in an exposed 15-residue reactive center loop
(RCL) sequence that contains the scissile bond.19�21

DEF forms part of the five-residue sequence DEFGH
that binds in an electropositive domain in antithrombin,
called the pentasaccharide–binding site, which is located
nearly 20 Å away from the RCL.19 The interaction of
the carboxylate and sulfate moieties (Fig. 1) with the
electropositive side chains of antithrombin results in the
transmission of binding energy to the RCL. This allo-
steric phenomenon is called the conformational activa-
tion of antithrombin and is critical for the accelerated
inhibition of factor Xa.19

We reasoned that high–affinity, small, synthetic, non-
sugar molecules could be designed utilizing the extensive
structural and mechanistic information available on
heparin–antithrombin interaction.17�21 Using hydro-
pathic interaction (HINT) analysis, we designed (�)-epi-
catechin sulfate (ECS, Fig. 1), a non-saccharide sulfated
flavan-3-ol molecule, to activate antithrombin.22 ECS
was found to bind antithrombin with an affinity com-
parable to DEF, as expected. More importantly, ECS
accelerated the antithrombin inhibition of factor Xa
nearly 10-fold, the first small non-sugar organic mole-
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cule known to activate the inhibitor. However, the
antithrombin activation achieved with ECS is small in
comparison to nearly 300-fold observed,22 and targeted
for, with DEF.

ECS is a small scaffold dramatically different from the
known saccharide-based activators. The bicyclic–uni-
cyclic scaffold is synthetically more accessible than the
heparin-based activators.23,24 Moreover, the organic
scaffold of ECS may offer other potential advantages,
such as greater non-ionic binding energy for oral bio-
availability, in comparison to the heparin (or saccharide)
activators.

Results and Discussion

To discover better activator(s) in the bicyclic–unicyclic
class of compounds, we studied the flavan and flavone
series of molecules (Fig. 1). Each potential activator
contains five sulfate moieties at differing positions intro-
ducing considerable configurational differences. Further,
a comparison of the ground state conformational pre-
ferences of these molecules indicate that the unicyclic
ring may orient from an ‘east’ to a ‘south’ position, a
change in orientation of nearly 90� (Fig. 2). Thus, as a
group these bicyclic–unicyclic molecules represent con-
siderable structural diversity. A disaccharide
UA2SGlcNS6S containing five negatively charged
groups, and with MW in the range of the sulfated flavo-
noids, was also studied for comparative purposes.

Sulfation of parent flavonoids was achieved with tri-
ethylamine–sulfur trioxide complex [Scheme 1, repre-
sentative example (morin) is shown].25 The
conformational activation of antithrombin was eval-

uated at pH 6.0, I 0.025, 25 �C26 from the enhancement
in the second-order rate constant for the inhibition of
factor Xa in the presence of activator (kACT) in com-
parison to its absence (kUNCAT).

27 The profiles of factor
Xa inhibition in the presence of each activator are
shown in Figure 3. The profiles indicate that all sulfated
flavonoids and reference disaccharide increase the rate
of antithrombin inhibition of factor Xa. However, con-
siderable differences are apparent. Analysis of the data
using equation I27 suggests that the second-order rate
constants (kACT) range from 2770 to 7100M�1 s�1, a
range of nearly 2.6-fold (Table 1). Alternatively, sul-

Figure 1. Structures of sulfated molecules and saccharide activators. DEF represents the specific trisaccharide sequence in heparin, which formed the
basis for the rational design of activator ECS.22 Disaccharide UA2SGlcNS6S is approximately equivalent to the sulfated flavonoids in molecular size
and was used as a reference. Generic positions 1, 2, 3 are marked in the

Figure 2. Comparison of the conformational differences in sulfated
flavonoid activators. Sybyl 6.7 (Tripos Associates) rendering of (�)-
CS (capped stick format in cyan), (+)-CS (ball and stick format in
blue) and MoS (flat stick format in green) structure. The bicyclic ring
of each activator was superimposed to bring out the differences in the
conformational preferences. The unicyclic ring changes its orientation
from ‘east’ [(+)-CS] to ‘south’ [(�)-CS], a difference of �90�. The
remaining molecules studied showed structures within the boundaries
defined by these two.
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fated flavanoids accelerate the antithrombin inhibition
of factor Xa 8.5�1.2-fold to 21.8�2.9-fold (Table 1).

The equilibrium dissociation constants (KD) of antith-
rombin–activator interaction, obtained from the non-

linear regressional analysis of the factor Xa inhibition
data27 (Fig. 3), ranged from 1.8 to 26 mM for the sulfated
flavonoids, while it was 95 mM for the disaccharide
UA2SGlcNS6S. Thus the binding affinities span a range
of 52.8-fold. It is interesting to note that this study has
uncovered morin sulfate (MoS), a molecule that binds
antithrombin nearly 5-fold tighter than our first ration-
ally designed activator ECS (�11 mM).22

The observation that nearly all sulfated flavonoids acti-
vate antithrombin for accelerated inhibition of factor
Xa is interesting because, unlike heparin (or its deriva-
tives), the flavonoids are not sugar based. Further, a
recent report indicated that some sulfated flavone deri-
vatives, containing a 5-hydroxyl group or a 3-acetyl
group (or lacking sulfate groups at these positions) in
the bicyclic ring (see Fig. 1 for numbering), did not
accelerate factor Xa inhibition at concentrations as high
as 1 mM.28

The similar acceleration achieved with different sulfated
flavonoids at saturation suggests that these activators
most likely utilize similar binding and activation
mechanism. Although the number of molecules investi-
gated here is small, it is likely that the�20-fold accel-
eration may represent a maximum for these small
activators. This acceleration is considerably lower than
that with the sequence-specific trisaccharide1,17,18 and

Scheme 1.

Figure 3. Representative profiles of acceleration in antithrombin inhibition of factor Xa achieved with sulfated molecules. The profile for the least
and the most active activator is shown. The inhibition of factor Xa in the presence of increasing concentrations of the activator was monitored from
the decrease in the concentration of residual active enzyme under pseudo-first-order conditions at pH 6.0, I 0.025, 25 �C.27 Note the significantly
different concentration at which saturation is achieved for the two. See text for details.

Table 1. Equilibrium dissociation constant (KD) and second-order

rate constant of factor Xa inhibition (kACT) for interaction of sulfated

flavonoids with plasma antithrombina

KD kACT Acceleration

(mM) (M�1 s�1) kACT/kUNCAT

DEFb 2.0�0.6 45,000�2000 320�25c
UA2SGlcNS6S 95�22 6400�900 19.7�4.3
QS 17.0�3.9 5700�600 17.5�3.2
MoS 1.8�0.4 7100�400 21.8�2.9
(�)-ECS 10.7�1.1 3380�215 10.4�1.5
(+)-CS 3.5�0.5 6750�475 20.8�3.1
(�)-CS 26.1�1.6 2770�170 8.5�1.2

aThe KD and kACT were simultaneously determined from the non-lin-
ear regressional analysis of the decrease in the residual concentration
of active factor Xa following incubation at 25 �C in pH 6.0, I 0.025
buffer with plasma antithrombin in the presence of varying con-
centrations of the sulfated activator.27 A kUNCAT value of
325�25M�1s �1 for antithrombin inhibition of factor Xa was deter-
mined independently under identical conditions.31,32 Errors shown
represent�1 SE.
bTaken from ref 17.
ckUNCAT was 140�10M�1 s�1 in this experiment.
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suggests that the smaller sulfated flavonoids perhaps do
not recognize the pentasaccharide–binding site in
antithrombin. It is known that full-length heparin, in
addition to its high-affinity binding with the penta-
saccharide-binding site, interacts with a small region
formed by Arg129, Arg132, Lys133 and Lys136 residues
in antithrombin that is adjacent to the pentasaccharide-
binding site.29 This region has also been shown to play an
important role in the transmission of the heparin binding
energy from pentasaccharide-binding site to the RCL.30

It is interesting to note that despite the identical number
of negative charges on each activator, the binding affi-
nities differ greatly. This suggests considerable specifi-
city in the interaction, especially for MoS. This is the
only activator in which a sulfate group is present in an
ortho orientation (20-position) in the unicyclic ring (see
Fig. 1). Electronic and/or steric interactions of this sul-
fate with the 3-OSO3

- group of the bicyclic ring (Fig. 1)
may favor a specific conformation for MoS conducive
for tight binding. Thus, the MoS structure represents a
lead candidate for further structural manipulations.
Natural activator DEF is approximately 12 Å long
whereas our sulfated flavanoids span a distance of �10
Å. Thus, introduction of a one or two-carbon linker
between the bicyclic and unicyclic ring may be expected
to result in better activators.

To conclude, we have identified several synthetic sul-
fated flavonoids with measurable antithrombin activa-
tion properties. These small synthetic non-sugar
molecules represent the first class of activators outside
of the traditional heparin or heparin-based antic-
oagulants. Morin sulfate represents an interesting lead
structure for the design of better activators.
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